
Turoa Trip Report – 9 & 10 August 2014 

Massey University Albany Snow Club 
 

After departing Auckland late afternoon on Friday 8 August, 9 members of the Massey 

University Albany Snow Club were en route to their destination for the weekend: Turoa ski 

field on Mt Ruapehu. Ranging from first year students to fourth-year scholars and from novice 

skiers to advanced-level snowboarders, the 9 MUASC snow enthusiasts were eager to make 

the most of the weekend ahead. Despite heavy snows preventing the van’s access to the 

MUAC hut; beds, showers and comfort were found at a backpackers close by without 

disruption to the following day’s entertainment.  

Early the next morning, the club awoke to a winter wonderland, only to imagine what the 

mountain looked like after the night’s unusually widespread and low-altitude snowfall. 

Students and their gear were hastily packed and readied, and the van carted the club toward 

the mountain’s access road.  



Albeit difficult driving conditions, our 

capable transport hauled the excited 

students to the MUAC hut, in an effort 

to unpack luggage and prepare for the 

day on the mountain as quickly as 

possible. Although a lengthy queue for 

mandatory tyre-chain fitting delayed 

the fun, the resulting snow conditions 

awaiting the club made the long wait 

seem a worthy sacrifice. 

 

 

A rare combination of soft fresh snow 

and bearable weather conditions made 

for an epic and satisfying afternoon 

skiing and snowboarding. But while the 

lift queues were nearly bare and the 

slopes were scarce with other skiers and 

riders, the warm and welcoming MUAC 

hut 3 km below the ski field was a fond 

sight for all, offering shelter from the 

challenging -9° temperatures.  

 

 

A chilling but silent evening was concluded with a stunning sunset, viewable from the hut’s 

frozen western-facing windows. 



 
Sunday hosted an exceptionally rare set of conditions at Mt Ruapehu. Bright sunshine, blue 

skies and copious amounts of soft, fresh powder snow coated the southern slopes of the 

mountain. To every member’s delight, this made for excellent skiing and riding, and Massey 

students at all levels and abilities thoroughly enjoyed what the full day at the mountain had 

to offer. 

 



 

The MUASC crew were deeply satisfied with the weekend away and the snow that was ridden 

on.  It was agreed that the reward was well worth the challenges of accessing the mountain 

– and rendered the overall experience an amazing mid-winter ski trip for all who attended. 


